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Summary 

The human pathogen Staphylococcus aureus is a leading cause of bacterial infections 

worldwide and a growing threat due to the development of antibiotic resistances. A 

special concern is the emergence of highly pathogenic community-associated 

methicillin-resistant S. aureus (CA-MRSA). While there is not much known about the 

molecular basis for their enhanced virulence, it likely involves upregulation of several 

virulence factors. As such, this thesis focusses on the regulation of the cell wall 

glycopolymers wall teichoic acids (WTA) and capsular polysaccharide (CP) and their 

impact on CA-MRSA virulence. For WTA, we were able to show that an increased 

WTA amount in the cell wall contributes to enhanced virulence of CA-MRSA. This is 

mediated by increased tarH expression as a result of enhanced Agr activity and 

derepression of tarH by the Agr antagonist Rot. CP is important for immune evasion 

due to its anti-phagocytic properties. However, since it simultaneously inhibits 

adherence by masking the underlying adhesins, both the presence and the absence 

of CP has been reported to be advantageous for S. aureus. While there are several 

acapsular strains emerging due to mutations in the capsular biosynthesis gene cluster 

(capA-capP) or the promoter region (Pcap), CP synthesis can also be switched off in 

response to environmental conditions via a complex regulatory network. Furthermore, 

CP expression has been shown to be strictly temporal and only present in a subset of 

stationary phase cells. We could show that on the transcriptional level this peculiar 

expression pattern is the consequence of direct SigB-dependent regulation and 

interference of cap repressors such as Rot, CodY and SaeR with the Pcap upstream 

region. Interestingly, this part of the promoter also contains a weak SigA-dependent 

promoter. Next to transcriptional regulation, there are post-transcriptional mechanisms 

involved to avoid conflict between precursor usage by the different cell wall 

glycopolymer biosynthesis machineries in growing bacterial cells. Of note, strains from 

the prominent CA-MRSA USA300 lineage are usually acapsular. This could be one 

strategy to ensure the high precursor amounts needed for increased WTA biosynthesis 

and to avoid possible opposing functions of CP and WTA in regard of adhesion. 

Elucidating the regulation of WTA and CP biosynthesis contributes to increase their 

potential as antigen in vaccine development and as prospective target for novel anti-

infective strategies. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Der humanpathogene Erreger Staphylococcus aureus ist Hauptverursacher 

bakterieller Infektionen weltweit und stellt durch die Entwicklung von 

Antibiotikaresistenzen eine wachsende Bedrohung dar. Besonders besorgniserregend 

ist das Aufkommen hoch pathogener ambulant erworbener Methicillin-resistenter S. 

aureus (CA-MRSA). Deren erhöhte Virulenz ist unter anderem Folge einer verstärkten 

Expression verschiedener Virulenzfaktoren. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit sollte daher die 

Regulation der beiden Zellwand-Glykopolymere Wandteichonsäuren (WTA) und 

Kapselpolysaccharid (CP) untersucht und ihr Beitrag zur CA-MRSA Virulenz bestimmt 

werden. Wir konnten zeigen, dass ein erhöhter WTA-Gehalt in den Zellwänden von 

CA-MRSA zu deren gesteigerten Virulenz beiträgt. Dies geschieht durch vermehrte 

tarH Expression als Folge verstärkter Agr-Aktivität und damit einhergehender 

Derepression von tarH durch Rot. CP spielt durch seine anti-phagozytischen 

Eigenschaften eine wichtige Rolle bei der Immunevasion, maskiert jedoch gleichzeitig 

darunterliegenden Adhäsine. Somit ist auch der Verlust von CP durch Mutationen in 

den Biosynthesegenen (capA-capP) oder in der Promotorregion (Pcap) vorteilhaft für 

manche S. aureus Stämme. Darüber hinaus kann die Kapselsynthese je nach äußeren 

Bedingungen durch ein komplexes regulatorisches Netzwerk ausgeschaltet werden. 

Generell ist die Kapselexpression streng temporär und heterogen, sodass nur ein Teil 

der Stationär-Phasen-Zellen kapselpositiv ist. Wir konnten zeigen, dass dieses 

Expressionsmuster auf transkriptioneller Ebene eine Folge direkter SigB-Regulation 

und der Interaktion zahlreicher cap Repressoren wie Rot, CodY und SaeR mit der 

oberen Pcap-Region ist. Interessanterweise enthält diese Promotorregion auch einen 

schwachen SigA- Promotor. Neben der transkriptionellen Regulation sind auch post-

transkriptionelle Mechanismen vorhanden, um eine sinnvolle Verteilung des 

gemeinsamen Grundbausteins der verschiedenen Glykopolymere in wachsenden 

bakteriellen Zellen zu gewährleisten. Es ist zu erwähnen, dass der bekannte CA-

MRSA Vertreters USA300 einen kapselnegativen Phänotyp aufweist. Dies könnte 

dazu dienen hohe Mengen des gemeinsamen Grundbausteins für die erhöhte WTA-

Biosynthese sicherzustellen und mögliche gegensätzliche Funktionen der beiden 

Glykopolymere in Bezug auf Adhäsion zu verhindern. Die Aufklärung der Regulation 

der WTA- und CP-Biosynthese erhöht das Potential dieser Strukturen als Antigen in 

der Impfstoffentwicklung und als zukünftiges Ziel neuer anti-infektiver Strategien. 
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Introduction 

Staphylococcus aureus and its clinical relevance 

The human pathogen Staphylococcus aureus is a leading cause of bacterial infections 

worldwide, ranging from moderately severe infections like minor skin, soft tissue or 

respiratory infections to dramatic and life-threatening forms of disease manifestations 

like necrotizing fasciitis or necrotizing pneumonia [1-3]. However, S. aureus is also a 

commensal organism and inhabits the nostrils of about 30% of healthy individuals [1]. 

This asymptomatic colonization constitutes a major risk for subsequent infection [1].  

Antibiotic resistance has become a major complication when treating S. aureus 

infections [3]. Already two years after the clinical introduction of the first antibiotic 

penicillin, penicillin-resistant S. aureus was detected. Today, most infectious S. aureus 

isolates show resistance towards penicillin [3]. To overcome this problem the 

semisynthetic methicillin was created. However, the first methicillin-resistant S. aureus 

(MRSA) was identified only one year after methicillin was first clinically used [3,4]. 

Nowadays, MRSA is spread all over the world and is endemic in most hospitals and 

healthcare facilities in industrialized countries, where it makes up to 50% of infectious 

S. aureus isolates [3]. Next to healthcare-associated MRSA (HA-MRSA) infections, 

which normally require predisposing risk factors or illnesses, there are now community-

associated MRSA (CA-MRSA) emerging with the capacity to infect healthy individuals 

with no history of hospitalization [1,3]. This suggests that these bacterial strains have 

greater virulence than the traditional HA-MRSA [1]. 

Virulence regulation in S. aureus  

Virulence of S. aureus is multi-factorial and depends on a series of toxins, adhesins, 

immune evasion factors and other virulence determinants [3,5-7]. Regulation of these 

different virulence factors is very complex and involves several two-component 

systems (TCS), transcription factors and the alternative sigma factor B (SigB) [8]. 

Usually the expression of virulence genes is not just controlled by a single regulator 

but by a network of various interacting regulators. Two well-studied virulence 

regulators in S. aureus are the TCS Agr and Sae, which allow the bacteria to sense 

and respond to environmental signals by activation and repression of genes. TCS 
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generally consist of a sensor kinase that is auto-phosphorylated upon activation by a 

certain signal. The phosphate group is then transferred to a response regulator that 

activates or represses transcription of the target genes [9]. 

The histidine sensor kinase SaeS of the Sae system was shown to be activated in 

response to human neutrophil peptides [10]. The corresponding phosphorylated 

response regulator SaeR impacts target gene expression by direct binding to their 

promoters [11]. Of note, activation or inhibition of the Sae system often seem to be 

strain dependent, especially as several SaeS variants exist which differ in their kinase 

activity [12,13].  

As a quorum sensing system the Agr system encodes a typical auto-activation circuit 

[14]. Thereby the two proteins AgrA and AgrC constitute a classical two-component 

signaling module, whereas AgrB and AgrD combine to generate the activating ligand, 

the autoinducing peptide [14]. This signal molecule binds to and activates the sensor 

histidine kinase AgrC, which activates the response regulator AgrA, upregulating the 

promoter of the agrBDCA operon and leading to transcription of the RNAIII effector 

molecule [14]. Agr exerts many of its effects via repression of the transcription factor 

Rot [15,16]. This is mediated by the annealing of RNAIII to rot mRNA, resulting in 

repression of translation initiation and derepression of Rot-regulated target genes (Fig. 

1A) [17]. With increasing activity towards higher cell densities, the Agr system is known 

for the growth phase-dependent regulation of adhesins and exoproteins [14,18]. 

An important example of a transcription factor in S. aureus is CodY, which is known to 

regulate several metabolic and virulence genes by direct DNA binding. Of note binding 

is influenced by the presence of the branched chain amino acids and GTP, making 

CodY most active under conditions of nutrient excess [19]. 
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Fig. 1 Mechanism of target gene regulation by the Agr system and the alternative sigma factor B (SigB). (A) 

The quorum sensing system Agr controls gene expression in a cell density-dependent manner. Upon activation of 

Agr its effector molecule RNAIII is expressed. RNAIII anneals to rot mRNA which results in repression of translation 

inititation and derepression of Rot-regulated target genes. Thus, Agr and RNAIII function as gene activators (green) 

and Rot as gene repressor (red). (B) In its inactive state SigB is bound by the anti-sigma factor RsbW, which in 

addition is able to phosphorylate the anti-sigma factor antagonist RsbV. Upon stress the phosphatase RsbU 

becomes activated and dephosphorylates the inactive anti-sigma factor antagonist RsbV-P. Unphosphorylated 

RsbV can interact and complex with RsbW, thereby releasing SigB which is then able to aggregate with the RNA 

polymerase and form an active holoenzyme for transcription of its target genes. 

SigB is involved in the general stress response of S. aureus and was shown to regulate 

many virulence genes and other global virulence regulators [21,22]. SigB is activated 

upon environmental conditions like acid stress [23], heat stress, salt stress, alkaline 

stress [20,24] or antibiotic exposure [25] and towards stationary growth phase [24]. 

Regulation of SigB itself in S. aureus primarily occurs on the post-translational level, 

involving the anti-sigma factor RsbW, the anti-sigma factor antagonist RsbV as well as 

the phosphatase RsbU (Fig. 1B) [20]. On the transcriptional level the rsbUVWsigB 

operon is controlled by three distinct promoters [20]. Of note, the cold shock protein 

CspA was shown to bind and stabilize the rsbVWsigB transcript [26], thereby 

increasing the expression of sigB and SigB-dependent genes [27-29]. 
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Role of virulence regulation in CA-MRSA 

For CA-MRSA it was observed that enhanced virulence was accompanied by more 

efficient evasion of the host defence systems, likely determining their increased 

virulence potential [4,30]. While S. aureus has developed several strategies for 

immune evasion, the most crucial is likely the production of toxins that kill human 

leukocytes [4]. Therefore, a specific toxin repertoire or enhanced toxin production 

seems to be the basis for enhanced CA-MRSA virulence [30]. While on the one hand 

additional toxins can be expressed due to the acquisition of novel genes, on the other 

hand toxins encoded on the core genome can be upregulated by differential gene 

expression [1,3,4,30]. Recent findings suggest that the Agr system has a strong impact 

on CA-MRSA virulence by controlling all S. aureus toxins involved in immune evasion 

[31]. Thus, high expression of Agr may contribute to the increased expression of these 

virulence factors in CA-MRSA [4,30]. However, Agr does not only upregulate immune 

evasion toxins but is also involved in the regulation of surface binding proteins and 

other virulence factors like secondary cell wall glycopolymers [32-37].  

Cell wall glycopolymers of S. aureus 

Secondary cell wall glycopolymers are part of the cell envelope and as such involved 

in host cell interaction. Two prominent examples are wall teichoic acids (WTA) and 

capsular polysaccharide (CP), which are considered promising targets for anti-infective 

therapies and vaccines [7,38]. The following information is based on the accepted 

review article “Function and regulation of Staphylococcus aureus wall teichoic acids 

and capsular polysaccharides”, which can be found in the Appendix for further 

introduction. Of note, the review already contains results that are described and 

discussed in more detail in the Results and the Discussion sections. 

Wall Teichoic Acids  

WTA has multiple functions ranging from maintenance of cell wall biosynthesis, cellular 

physiology, phage interaction, host cell adhesion, antibiotic resistance and immune 

regulation [7,39,40]. It is present in all analysed S. aureus strains and in most clonal 

lineages consists of a polyribitol-phosphate backbone [7,41], which is modified with D-

alanine and N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAC) residues. Despite being a dominant 

surface epitope with multiple roles in host infection, little is known about WTA 
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regulation. This might be due to the fact that the genes involved in WTA biosynthesis 

(tarO, tarAHGBXD, tarI’J’KFIJL, mnaA) and modification (dltXABCD, tarM, tarS, tarP) 

are scattered throughout the genome. It could be shown that WTA chain length is 

determined by the Agr system which regulates expression of the RboP polymerase 

TarK [32]. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that WTA modification is sensitive to 

changing environmental conditions [42-44]. In particular, the dlt operon is regulated by 

the TCS ArlRS [43] and GraRS [45] as well as by the transcription factor MgrA [46] in 

response to different environmental stimuli.  

Capsular Polysaccharide  

Due to its anti-phagocytic properties CP is an essential virulence factor involved in 

immune evasion [47,48]. However, CP also inhibits adherence of the underlying 

adhesins so that the presence as well as the absence of CP has been reported to be 

advantageous for S. aureus [49,50]. Acapsular strains usually carry mutations in any 

of the capsular biosynthesis genes or in the promoter region [49,51]. In particular, 

strains from the USA300 lineage are CP-negative due to conserved mutations in the 

cap5 locus [52]. However, a recent study suggests that USA300 strains might indeed 

produce CP during infection [53]. Of note, CP synthesis is also highly dependent on 

environmental conditions, generally low during exponential growth phase [33,34,54-

57] and strongly heterogeneous in stationary growth phase [33,34,58-62]. 

The most prevalent CP serotypes are serotype 5 and 8 [50], which both consist of 

trisaccharide repeating units of D-N-acetyl mannosaminuronic acid, L-N-acetyl 

fucosamine, and D-N-acetyl fucosamine. Only the linkages between the sugars and 

the site of O-acetylation of the mannosaminuronic acid residues are different [63-66]. 

Regulation of both serotypes is also very similar as their corresponding biosynthesis 

gene clusters (capA-capP) are allelic [67] and share a highly conserved promoter 

region (Pcap) [68]. The operon is mainly transcribed as single large 17 kb transcript 

[69,70]. Pcap activity generally correlates with CP synthesis, indicating that regulation 

occurs predominantly on the transcriptional level [34,59,60,62,70]. However, the 

molecular mechanisms of cap regulation are elusive. A transcriptional start site (TSS) 

has been determined, which is not preceded by a classical sigma factor consensus 

sequence [70]; instead, there were several inverted and direct repeats identified in Pcap, 

amongst which a 10 bp inverted repeat (IR) was shown to be crucial for promoter 

activity [70]. The IR was proposed to function as an operator site for the cap activators 
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RbsR, which functions as repressor of the rbsUDK operon and is thus involved in 

ribose uptake [71], and MsaB [72], which is also annotated as cold shock protein CspA. 

In addition to these two regulators there were several other transcription factors (MgrA, 

CcpA, RpiR, SpoVG, CcpE, XdrA, CodY, Rot), TCS (Agr, ArlRS, KdpDE, AirRS, 

SaeRS) and SigB shown to be involved in regulation of cap expression [7,50]. 

However, it is not known how all these regulators modulate cap expression and how 

they contribute to the peculiar expression pattern. 
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Aim 

Cell wall glycopolymers like WTA and CP are important virulence factors as they play 

a major role in S. aureus colonization, pathogenesis and bacterial evasion of the host 

immune defences. Thus, they are evaluated as targets for anti-infective therapies and 

vaccines. However, synthesis and modification of these molecules is highly variable 

and mechanisms involved in their regulation are only partially understood. 

The first part of the thesis focusses on WTA which is known to play key roles in cellular 

physiology, colonization, pathogenesis and immune evasion of S. aureus. Being such 

a dominant molecule it is likely that WTA contributes to the increased virulence of 

highly pathogenic S. aureus strains. With highly virulent CA-MRSA strains on the rise, 

it is of great importance to understand how their increased virulence potential is 

generated in order to develop new approaches to controlling this important bacterial 

pathogen. Previous reports indicate that the ability of CA-MRSA to evade human host 

defence systems is one of the predominant factors assumed to be associated with 

enhanced virulence. However, the impact of cell wall components has not been studied 

so far. Here, I aimed to investigate the role of WTA in CA-MRSA virulence and to 

determine the molecular differences regarding WTA regulation in CA-MRSA versus 

HA-MRSA strains. 

In the second part of the thesis the focus lies on CP regulation. Due to its anti-

phagocytic properties which are important for immune evasion, but also the 

simultaneous inhibition of adherence by masking underlying adhesins, either the 

presence or absence of CP has been reported to be advantageous for S. aureus. In 

addition, CP expression has been shown to be strictly temporal and only present in a 

subset of stationary phase cells. Together, this might explain the failure in clinical trials 

when CP is used alone as antigen in vaccine development against S. aureus. Despite 

a lot of research on CP regulation, the mechanisms responsible for the peculiar 

expression pattern are still unknown. Here, I aimed to revisit the Pcap promoter 

architecture and to investigate the molecular interference of different regulatory 

elements involved in cap regulation in order to determine the molecular basis for the 

distinct CP expression pattern. 
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Results  

Regulation of WTA biosynthesis 

The results presented here are part of the accepted research article “Wall teichoic 

acids mediate increased virulence in Staphylococcus aureus”, which can be found in 

the Appendix. 

Elevated WTA levels in the cell walls of CA-MRSA strains contribute to their 

enhanced virulence 

To investigate whether there is a difference regarding WTA amounts in the cell walls 

of CA-MRSA and HA-MRSA and if this plays a role for the enhanced virulence of CA-

MRSA we measured the WTA content of several strains using a colorimetric assay. 

We found that the CA-MRSA strains MW2 and USA300, as well as the clinical isolate 

103 contained more WTA in their cell wall fractions in comparison to the non-CA-MRSA 

laboratory strain SA113 and the clinical isolate 331865. According to their WTA content 

the strains were grouped into WTAhigh (MW2, USA300, 103) and WTAlow (SA113, 

331865) strains (Fig. 2A). In addition, also the HA-MRSA strain USA500 was found to 

exhibit decreased WTA amounts and was thus classified as WTAlow. Of note, 

differences in WTA polymer length between WTAhigh and WTAlow strains could not be 

observed.  

As readout for virulence we tested the ability of the purified cell wall fractions as well 

as of live bacterial cells to induce abscess formation in mice. Interestingly, WTAhigh 

strains and their cell wall fractions induced skin abscess formation more efficiently than 

WTAlow strains. To exclude that WTA modification contributes to cell wall mediated 

abscess formation we also analyzed D-alanine and GlcNAc amounts of the isolated 

WTA and expression of the corresponding modification enzymes via quantitative real-

time PCR (qRT-PCR). We could not detect differences in D-alanine levels and dlt 

expression between WTAhigh and WTAlow strains. Of note, in line with elevated tarM 

and tarS expression USA300 showed slightly increased GlcNAc amounts in its WTA. 

However, using cell wall fractions from USA300 lacking the two GlcNAc-transferases 

TarM and TarS, an impact of GlcNAc modification on abscess induction could not be 

detected. Thus, we concluded that the enhanced WTA content found in CA-MRSA 

strains contributes to increased virulence.  
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Fig. 2 Amounts of WTA in the cell wall fractions of S. aureus strains and transcriptional analysis by qRT–

PCR (Figure and Figure legend modified from Figure 1, Wanner et al., 2017, Nature Microbiology). (A) The 

amount of WTA of different S. aureus strains is depicted as nmol inorganic phosphorus (Pi) per mg cell wall dry 

weight. Shown are means ± standard error of the mean (SEM) for n=8–11 independent WTA isolations. P values 

for multiple comparisons were determined by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 

0.0001. NS, not significant. (B) Transcriptional analysis of the WTA biosynthesis gene tarH and (C) RNAIII, the 

downstream regulator of the global virulence Agr regulon from in vitro cultures grown to stationary phase in WTAhigh 

strains and WTAlow strains. The expression of transcripts was quantified relative to the transcription of gyrase. 

Shown are means ± SEM for n = 6 independent experiments. P values for multiple comparisons were determined 

by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P<0.0001. (D) Transcriptional analysis of the 

WTA biosynthesis gene tarH. from in vitro cultures grown to stationary phase in WTAhigh, WTAlow and their 

corresponding Δagr mutant strains. The expression of transcripts was quantified relative to the transcription of 

gyrase. Shown are means ± SEM for n = 6 independent experiments. Statistically significant differences between 

WTAhigh and WTAlow and their respective mutant strains were determined by Student’s t-test. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, 

***P < 0.001. 

The WTAhigh phenotype is a consequence of tarH overexpression 

With all analysed strains sharing the same ribitol-WTA structure and biosynthesis 

pathways we aimed to understand the underlying molecular mechanisms leading to 

the different WTA contents in WTAhigh and WTAlow strains. Therefore, WTA 

biosynthesis gene expression of in vitro cultures was quantified at two distinct growth 

phases (logarithmic and stationary growth phase) using qRT-PCR. Of the analyzed 

A C 

B D 
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genes (tarO, tarA, tarK, tarL, tarG and tarH) only tarH transcription was significantly 

increased in WTAhigh strains compared to WTAlow strains. However, this effect was only 

observed in stationary growth phase (Fig. 2B). The same result was observed for the 

USA500 strain. tarH encodes for the energizing ATPase subunit of the TarGH ABC 

transporter, which is responsible for the transport of mature WTA over the cytoplasmic 

membrane [7,73]. Hence, we wondered whether high tarH expression would increase 

WTA export and result in a WTAhigh phenotype. Indeed, upon overexpression of tarH 

from a plasmid the WTAhigh phenotype could be restored in WTAlow strains, whereas 

transformation with the empty plasmid did not affect WTA levels (Fig. 3B). Thus, WTA 

translocation likely constitutes the rate limiting step in WTA biosynthesis and 

determines WTA contents in the cell wall. 

tarH overexpression is mediated by high Agr activity in WTAhigh strains 

The Agr system has previously been shown to be more active in CA-MRSA strains 

[30,31,74] and is known to affect expression of virulence factors during the transition 

from exponential to stationary growth phase in vitro [8]. With tarH being more 

expressed in WTAhigh strains and only towards stationary growth phase it seems likely 

that tarH is Agr-controlled. To investigate whether Agr is differentially expressed in 

WTAhigh and WTAlow strains we measured the expression of the Agr effector molecule 

RNAIII in stationary growth phase by qRT-PCR. Indeed, WTAhigh strains revealed 

higher RNAIII levels than WTAlow strains (Fig. 2C). This was also true for the USA500 

strain. Of note, the WTAlow strain SA113 is a naturally occurring agr deletion mutant for 

which no RNAIII expression could be detected. Next, we compared tarH expression in 

the different strain backgrounds and their corresponding agr mutants via qRT-PCR. 

While there was no difference in tarH expression between WTAlow wildtype and agr 

mutants, tarH expression was significantly decreased in agr mutants of WTAhigh strains 

(Fig. 2D). Thus, it seems that the WTAhigh phenotype depends on a highly active Agr 

system. To further proof this hypothesis, we quantified WTA content of WTAhigh and 

WTAlow strains and their agr mutants using a colorimetric assay (Fig. 3A). In line with 

qRT-PCR results, mutation of agr in WTAlow strains had no effect on the WTA content 

in their cell wall. However, in WTAhigh background the WTA content of agr mutants was 

significantly reduced to similar levels as in WTAlow wildype and agr mutants. 

Furthermore, WTA amounts followed Agr activity by increasing during logarithmic 

growth and peaking in stationary phase. Due to higher Agr activity this effect was more 

pronounced in WTAhigh strains than in WTAlow strains and the WTAhigh phenotype only 
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developed at the onset of stationary phase. Taken together, there is a clear correlation 

between Agr activity, tarH expression and WTA content. High Agr activity leads to 

increased tarH expression and enhanced WTA content in WTAhigh strains, whereas 

WTAlow strains are characterized by reduced Agr activity and tarH expression.  

 

Fig. 3 Agr-dependent control of WTA content in the staphylococcal cell wall (Figure and Figure legend 

modified from Figure 2, Wanner et al., 2017, Nature Microbiology). (A) Content of WTA in the cell wall of 

WTAhigh, WTAlow and their corresponding Δagr mutant strains. The amount of WTA is depicted as nmol inorganic 

phosphorus (Pi) per mg cell wall dry weight. Shown are means ± SEM for n=8–11 independent WTA isolations. 

Statistically significant differences between WTAhigh and WTAlow and their respective Δagr mutant strains were 

determined by Student’s t-test. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P<0.001. (B) Content of WTA in the cell wall fractions of 

WTAhigh, WTAlow and their corresponding Δagr mutant strains. In addition the WTA content of WTAhigh and WTAlow 

strains after tarH overexpression or containing the empty expression vector (vector control) is shown. The amount 

of WTA is depicted as nmol inorganic phosphorus (Pi) per mg cell wall dry weight. Shown are means ± SEM for 

n=8–12 independent WTA isolations. P values for multiple comparisons were determined by one-way ANOVA with 

Tukey’s post-test for each strain. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P<0.001. 
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Rot links tarH overexpression with Agr activity 

Many Agr effects are exerted via repression of the transcription factor Rot [15,16]. As 

a mechanism, RNAIII binds to rot mRNA, resulting in repression of translation initiation 

and derepression of Rot-regulated target genes [17]. Measuring tarH expression in 

WTAhigh and WTAlow wildtype and rot mutants indeed revealed a significant repressive 

impact of rot on tarH expression (Fig. 4A). For example, tarH expression levels in a 

WTAlow rot mutant were similar to those in WTAhigh wildtype. In addition, a WTAhigh rot 

agr double mutant displayed similarly elevated tarH expression levels as a rot mutant 

alone, indicating that Agr influences tarH expression via Rot. The same could be 

observed when analysing the WTA content of these strains (Fig. 4B). Measuring 

RNAIII content in WTAhigh wildtype and a rot mutant showed severely increased levels 

of RNAIII in the rot mutant (Fig. 4C), hinting at direct RNAIII-rot interaction and an 

altered steady state for RNAIII when rot is missing. With Rot being a DNA-binding 

protein, we wondered whether tarH repression occurs indeed by direct binding of Rot 

to the tarH promoter region (PtarH). To address this question electrophoretic mobility 

shift assays (EMSAs) were performed using whole cell lysates. To ensure high Rot 

levels, cell extracts were isolated from an USA300 agr mutant. After incubation of the 

cell extracts with fluorescently labelled PtarH DNA probe and separation in an agarose 

gel, a clear shift could be observed (Fig. 4D). In contrast, using cell extract from an 

isogenic rot mutant, such a shift was not detectable, and the promoter fragment was 

partially degraded. As a reference, the promoter of the Rot repressed hla gene (Phla) 

[75,76] was used, showing a similar shift. Thus, we could clearly demonstrate that Rot 

directly represses tarH and that Agr-dependent tarH expression is mediated by 

derepression of Rot via RNAIII (Fig. 4E). 
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Fig. 4 Rot controls tarH expression and WTA biosynthesis downstream of RNAIII (Figure and Figure legend 

modified from Figure 3, Wanner et al., 2017, Nature Microbiology). (A) Transcription analysis of the WTA 

biosynthesis gene tarH from in vitro cultures grown to stationary phase. Expression of transcripts was quantified 

relative to the transcription of gyrase and adjusted to SA113. Shown are means ± SEM for n = 8 independent 

experiments. P values for multiple comparisons were determined by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-test. 

*P < 0.05. (B) Content of WTA in the cell wall of WTAhigh (USA300), WTAhigh Δrot mutant (USA300Δrot), WTAlow 

(SA113) and WTAlow Δagr mutant (SA113Δagr) strains. The amount of WTA is depicted as nmol inorganic 

phosphorus (Pi) per mg cell wall dry weight and adjusted to SA113. Shown are means ± SEM for n = 6 independent 

experiments. P values for multiple comparisons were determined by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-test. 

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. (C) Transcription analysis of RNAIII in USA300 and its corresponding Δrot mutant in 

stationary-phase cultures. Expression of the RNAIII transcript was quantified relative to the transcription of gyrase 

and adjusted to USA300. Shown are means ± SEM for n = 8 independent experiments. (D) LI-COR Odyssey-based 

gel shift assays with cell extracts and labelled tarH promoter. Rot binding to the promoter was visualized with cell 

extracts from a Rot-expressing USA300 strain lacking agr (lane 2) and an isogenic rot mutant (lane 3). Lane 1 

contains the promoter fragment without cell extract as a control. The hla promoter (red) was used as a positive 

control. Rot binding to the hla promoter was visualized with cell extracts from a Rot-expressing USA300 strain 

lacking agr (lane 2) and an isogenic rot mutant (lane 3). Lane 1 contains the promoter fragment without cell extract 

as a control. Shown is a representative example of n = 3 independent experiments. (E) The tarH regulatory cascade; 

tarH is under negative control of a Rot. Rot mRNA stability is controlled by RNAIII and at high RNAIII levels Rot-

mediated repression is relaxed. 
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Regulation of CP biosynthesis 

The results presented here are part of the accepted manuscript “Revisiting the 

regulation of the capsular polysaccharide biosynthesis gene cluster in Staphylococcus 

aureus”, which can be found in the Appendix. 

Pcap consists of a SigA- and a SigB promoter 

In order to understand how the peculiar CP expression pattern 

(earlyOff/lateHeterogeneous) is mediated on the molecular level, we first analyzed the 

structure of the principal promoter Pcap. By applying 5’ Rapid Amplification of cDNA 

Endings (5’ RACE) we identified three putative TSS, two of which were preceded by 

conserved SigB and SigA consensus sequences, respectively (Fig. 5A). Among these 

the TSS preceded by the SigB motif was by far the most dominant. While the SigB-

dependent promoter in Pcap consists of a conserved SigB -35 region, its -10 region 

contains three mismatches [77]. Interestingly, the SigB -35 region was located within 

the IR that was previously shown to be crucial for cap expression [70]. The identified 

TSS of the SigB-dependent promoter is in line with previous RNA Seq data of our 

group and whole genome analyses of TSS in S. aureus [78,79]. The TSS preceded by 

a SigA motif is located further upstream and is also in line with previous predictions 

[79]. Of note, the TSS described by Ouyang et al. was not detected [70]. However, the 

third putative TSS was located in close proximity to it but was not preceded by any 

sigma factor consensus sequence, questioning the presence of a functional promoter. 

Together, Pcap likely contains two promoters, one dominant SigB-dependent promoter 

and an additional SigA-dependent promoter further upstream.  
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Fig. 5 Pcap promoter architecture and Pcap variants employed in this study (Figure and Figure legend 

modified from Figure 1, Keinhörster et al., 2019, Molecular Microbiology). (A) Pcap (344 bp) in front of capA 

with magnified SigA- and SigB-promoters. Black dots represent the putative transcriptional start sites (TSSs) 

suggested by 10 analyzed 5’ RACE clones. Sigma factor -35 and -10 motifs are underlined, bent arrows indicate 

the corresponding TSSs. The TSS and inverted repeat (IR) structure proposed by Ouyang et al. (Ouyang et al., 

1999) are marked as black triangle and opposing arrows, respectively. Vertical dashed lines indicate sites of 

promoter truncation. Numbers mark positions with reference to the ATG of capA. The native Shine Dalgarno (SD) 

sequence is labelled and indicated by a box. (B) Pcap promoter fusion variants in front of an artificial ribosomal 

binding site (sod) and gpven gene. Numbers show truncation sites and asterisks indicate point mutations (* -

56:G→T; *** 58:A→G, 57:T→G, 52:A→T). (C) Genomic Pcap variants in front of capA. Numbers show truncation 

sites and asterisks indicate point mutations (*** 58:A→G, 57:T→G, 52:A→T). 

cap expression is directly dependent on SigB activity 

Functionality of the identified promoters was assessed by measuring promoter 

activities of various Pcap-gpven promoter fusion constructs [80], including deletions of 

the putative SigA- and SigB-dependent promoters. Deleting the putative TSSs 

described by Ouyang et al. [70] and the one we identified in close proximity to it did not 

influence promoter activity. This supports that there is no active promoter in this region. 

Instead, the putative TSSs may have been derived from RNA processing. When only 
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the SigA-dependent promoter was present, promoter activity drastically decreased, 

suggesting very weak promoter activity. In contrast, when the upstream region was 

deleted and the construct only contained the SigB-dependent promoter, activity was 

further increased in comparison to the full-length promoter. Thus, cap expression is 

indeed driven by dual promoter activities: a weak SigA-dependent promoter located in 

the upstream region plus a main SigB-dependent promoter further downstream. 

Interestingly, even though containing a functional SigA-dependent promoter the main 

function of the upstream region seems to be repressive. As additional controls to prove 

direct involvement of SigB in cap activation, promoter activity of the native Pcap 

promoter was determined in wildtype and a rsbUVWsigB mutant. Furthermore, 

promoter fusion constructs with mutations in the SigB consensus to either abolish or 

enhance SigB affinity were created. While deletion of sigB or a loss-of-function 

mutation in the SigB consensus sequence eliminated Pcap activity, a strong SigB 

consensus enhanced promoter activity compared to the native promoter. These results 

clearly indicate, that SigB is directly involved in and functions as main driver of cap 

expression.  

    

Fig. 6 SigB is the main driver of Pcap activity (Figure and Figure legend modified from Figure 2, Keinhörster 

et al., 2019, Molecular Microbiology). Promoter activities of different truncated (A) or mutated (B) Pcap fusions in 

Newman wildtype. The different promoter fusion constructs are described in Fig. 5B. The promoter activity of the 

full-length Pcap promoter fusion (pCG717) serves as reference and is marked in red. Mean gpVenus intensity per 

OD600 plus standard deviation of biological triplicates is shown over time. 

MsaB/CspA contributes to cap activation by modulating SigB activity 

Interestingly, the identified SigB -35 region was previously described as IR, functioning 

as a binding site for two putative cap activators RbsR and MsaB [71,72]. To determine 

if and how they interfere with the SigB-dependent promoter, the native Pcap promoter 

fusion was introduced and analyzed in rbsR and msa mutants. While we could not 

detect any effect of rbsR deletion on Pcap activity, in the msa mutant Pcap activity was 
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indeed decreased, supporting the finding that MsaB is a cap activator. However with 

MsaB being also annotated as the cold shock protein CspA which was shown to bind 

and stabilize the rsbVWsigB transcript [26], we hypothesized that MsaB/CspA 

activates cap by increasing SigB activity. To address this question, we made use of a 

dual promoter fusion construct to simultaneously determine Pcap and Pasp23 activities. 

Pasp23 is commonly used as readout for SigB activity [77,81,82] and was fused to gpcer 

[80]. With both promoters being directly controlled by SigB we found Pcap and Pasp23 

activity to be highly correlated. In the msa mutant, both promoters showed weaker 

activity compared to that in the wildtype. However, upon expression of sigB from a 

constitutive promoter in a rsbUVWsigB negative background to avoid post-translational 

regulation of SigB, msa deletion did no longer affect Pcap and Pasp23 activity. This 

indicates, that msa indeed positively affects cap expression via modulation of SigB 

activity. In addition, we performed EMSAs with purified MsaB/CpsA and the full-length 

Pcap promoter, but even using high amounts of protein there was no shift of the labelled 

DNA probe. This also supports the finding that MsaB/CspA promotes cap expression 

by modulating SigB activity instead of directly binding to Pcap.  

 

Fig. 7 MsaB/CspA activates cap expression by modulating SigB activity (Figure and Figure legend modified 

from Figure 3, Keinhörster et al., 2019, Molecular Microbiology). Promoter activity of full-length Pcap-gpven (A) 

and Pasp23-gpcer (B) dual promoter fusion (pCG742, see Fig. 5B) in Newman wildtype and a msa mutant with or 

without constitutive sigB expression (const. sigB). gpCerulean (Pasp23) and gpVenus (Pcap) intensities are given per 

OD600 after 16 h of growth. Experiments were performed in biological triplicates, error bars represent the standard 

deviation. Statistical significance was obtained by ordinary one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple 

comparison test (ns: not significant, ****: p<0.0001). 

 

 

Pcap upstream region is of repressive function 
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To further investigate the repressive function of the Pcap upstream region we focused 

on the role of the three known cap repressors CodY, Rot and Sae. Therefore, full-

length Pcap as well as upstream or downstream truncated promoter variants were 

introduced in codY, rot and sae single and triple mutants. Mutation of any of the three 

regulators led to a significant increase of promoter activity of full-length Pcap, confirming 

that they are indeed cap repressors. That their effects are additive could be observed 

by the fact, that in the triple mutant the promoter activity was even higher than in the 

single mutants. Interestingly, mutation of the repressors had no or only minor effects 

on promoter activity when the upstream region of Pcap was deleted, indicating that the 

repressors target this region to repress cap. Of note, promoter activity of the upstream 

truncated construct even exceeded that of the full-length promoter in the triple mutant. 

This suggests that next to CodY, Rot and Sae, the upstream region is also targeted by 

other repressors. When we additionally analyzed the effect of the repressors on the 

SigA-dependent promoter which is also located within the Pcap upstream region, we 

noticed that neither CodY nor Rot affected promoter activity. Only mutation of sae led 

to an increase of promoter activity of the SigA-dependent promoter, even though it 

remained weak compared to the full-length promoter. Thus, the three known cap 

repressors CodY Rot and Sae mediate their effects by targeting the Pcap upstream 

region thereby interfering with SigB-dependent promoter activity.  

 

Fig. 8 CodY, Rot and Sae repress cap expression by interfering with the Pcap upstream region (Figure and 

Figure legend modified from Figure 4, Keinhörster et al., 2019, Molecular Microbiology). Promoter activity of 

different Pcap truncations in Newman wildtype, codY, rot, sae single and triple mutants (A-C). The different promoter 

fusion constructs are described in Fig. 5B. gpVenus intensity is given per OD600 after 16 h of growth. Experiments 

were performed in biological triplicates, error bars represent the standard deviation. Statistical significance was 

determined by ordinary one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison test (ns: not significant, *: 

p<0.1, ***: p<0.001, ****: p<0.0001). 

CodY, Rot and Sae directly bind to the Pcap upstream region 
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Having shown that CodY Rot and Sae repress cap by targeting the Pcap upstream 

region, the question arises whether repression occurs through direct DNA binding. 

Therefore, we performed EMSAs with purified CodY, Rot and SaeR proteins. Of note, 

SaeR can only bind to DNA in its phosphorylated state [11]. Thus, we created a 

phosphomimetic SaeR harboring a D51E substitution. Incubating SaeRD51E with 

fluorescently labelled Pcap upstream region resulted in the formation of a protein-DNA 

complex. Such a protein-DNA complex could not be observed when unphosphorylated 

native SaeR was used. Binding of SaeRD51E to the Pcap upstream region is in line with 

a putative binding motif located in this region [12]. Also Rot and CodY were shown to 

bind specifically to the Pcap upstream region. Thus, the EMSA results are in line with 

finding described above, that the three repressors target the Pcap upstream region. Of 

note, CodY was previously shown to bind to the downstream region of Pcap reaching 

into the coding region of capA [83]. Using such a probe in our EMSAs we could confirm 

binding of CodY to the Pcap downstream region. Together, SaeR and Rot directly bind 

to the Pcap upstream region, whereas CodY binds two distinct sites, one in the Pcap 

upstream region and one further downstream reaching into the coding region of capA.  

    

Fig. 9 CodY, Rot and SaeR bind directly to Pcap upstream region (Figure and Figure legend modified from 

Figure 5, Keinhörster et al., 2019, Molecular Microbiology). Electrophoretic mobility shift assays of purified 

SaeRD51E (A), SaeR (B), Rot (C) and CodY (D). Increasing amounts of protein were incubated with fluorescently 

labelled Pcap upstream region (-78 to -344 from capA, see Fig. 5A). As a control for specificity, shifts were subject 

to competition with the promoter of the 16 S rRNA gene (unspec. comp.) or unlabelled Pcap upstream region (-78 to 

-344 from capA, see Fig. 5A) (spec. comp.) in 100 fold excess. Representative pictures from at least three 

independently performed experiments are shown. 

 

 

SigB activity and upstream repressors contribute to the peculiar CP expression  
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To confirm that all the promoter-based results described above indeed translate into 

CP production, we used immunofluorescence (IF) to detect CP. This also allowed us 

to determine the impact of our findings on temporal and heterogeneous CP synthesis. 

In order to ensure that all bacteria are actively dividing and do not contain residual CP 

from stationary phase we diluted the cultures thrice before proceeding with the IF 

experiment. CP production was investigated throughout growth at five different time 

points. In line with previous results, growing bacteria did not show CP production, but 

as soon as they reached stationary growth phase approximately 40% of the population 

became CP-positive [34]. With SigB being a known regulator of late genes 

[21,22,24,78] we wanted to investigate if SigB-dependent regulation determines 

growth phase-dependent cap expression. Indeed, detection of Pcap and Pasp23 promoter 

activity on the single cell level via fluorescence microscopy showed the expected 

growth phase dependency with the two promoters reaching their maximum activities 

in stationary growth phase. Interestingly, Pasp23 activity was already detectable in some 

bacteria from exponential growth phase which was not the case for Pcap activity. This 

indicates that also SigB activity itself is heterogeneous but is not sufficient to activate 

Pcap early in growth. We wondered if constitutive sigB expression would affect CP 

production. Expressing sigB from a constitutive promoter in a rsbUVWsigB negative 

background led to an earlier onset of CP production and 50% CP-positive cells in 

stationary phase. However, a bigger impact on CP synthesis was observed upon 

genomic deletion of the Pcap upstream region with an earlier onset of CP production 

and 83% CP-positive cells in stationary growth phase. In addition, in this background 

CP heterogeneity in stationary phase was strongly reduced and completely abolished 

in combination with constitutive sigB expression. Thus, it seems to be the combination 

of repression mediated by the upstream promoter region and SigB activity that is 

responsible for heterogeneous CP expression pattern in stationary growth phase. Of 

note, CP synthesis remained growth phase-dependent. To exclude that this was due 

to the rather weak SigB promoter in Pcap, we altered the SigB -10 region to match the 

conserved SigB consensus sequence on the chromosome of the upstream truncated 

strain. In combination with constitutive sigB expression this shifted the onset of CP 

production even further towards early growth but the majority of the population 

remained CP-negative in early growth.  
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Fig. 10 SigB regulation and upstream repressors determine temporal and heterogeneous CP synthesis 

(Figure and Figure legend modified from Figure 6, Keinhörster et al., 2019, Molecular Microbiology). 

Detection of CP production by bacteria from different growth phases via immunofluorescence. The wildtype strain 

Newman was mutated in order to delete the upstream region (ΔPcap upstr.), to contain a strong SigB -10 consensus 

motif (SigB cons.) and/or constitutive sigB expression (sigB expr.) and grown to defined growth phase T0 - T4. The 

different genomic Pcap variants are described in Fig. 5C. Representative pictures from at least three independent 

cultures are shown. 

CP synthesis is additionally controlled on the post-transcriptional level 

In order to investigate whether growth phase-dependent CP production in this strain 

correlates with capA transcript levels, we quantified capA mRNA via qRT-PCR and 

compared it with a corresponding wildtype. While the wildtype shows strongly 

repressed capA transcript levels in early growth phase, in the Pcap upstream region 

truncated strain with strong SigB consensus sequence and constitutive sigB 

expression, capA mRNA was stronger and constitutively expressed. With CP 

production still being growth phase-dependent despite an active promoter, this 

suggests the existence of post-transcriptional mechanisms of CP regulation.  
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Fig. 11 capA transcription can be rendered constitutive (Figure and Figure legend modified from Figure 7, 

Keinhörster et al., 2019, Molecular Microbiology). (A) Promoter activities of Pasp23-gpcer and full-length Pcap-

gpven dual promoter fusion (pCG742, see Fig. 5B) in Newman wildtype. Bacteria cells were grown to defined growth 

phase T0 - T4. Representative pictures from at least three independent cultures are shown. (B) Bacterial cells were 

harvested at different growth phases (T0-T2) and total RNA was isolated. capA transcripts in Newman wild-type and 

a Pcap upstream truncated strain with strong SigB -10 consensus sequence and additional constitutive sigB 

expression (Newman ΔPcap upstream, strong SigB, const. sigB) were measured by qRT-PCR and normalized to 

gyr. The genomic Pcap variant is described in Fig. 5C. Experiments were performed in biological triplicates, error 

bars represent the standard deviation. Statistical significance was determined by ordinary one-way ANOVA followed 

by Tukey’s multiple comparison test (ns: not significant, **: p<0.01). 

cap regulation is conserved in different S. aureus strains 

To validate the findings that we made for strain Newman which is special in terms of 

its hyperactive Sae system [84] in a different S. aureus background, we chose the 

widely studied CA-MRSA strain USA300. Due to three crucial mutations, one in the 

SigB -35 consensus sequence in Pcap and two in the coding regions of cap5D and 

cap5E [52] this strain has an acapsular phenotype. In order to analyze CP production 

in a first step we either only repaired the mutation in Pcap or all three mutations. In line 

with previous studies the USA300 wildtype is acapsular and the repair of the mutation 

in Pcap is not sufficient to allow CP production in vitro [52]. Only upon repair of all three 

mutations USA300 was capable of producing CP. Of note, the repaired strain shows 

the same peculiar CP expression pattern as strain Newman with CP-positive cells only 

being observed towards stationary growth phase and CP expression being strongly 
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heterogeneous. With deletion of the upstream promoter region and a strong SigB -10 

consensus sequence, the onset of CP production could be shifted towards an earlier 

time point and CP was uniformly expressed. Thus, CP expression and its regulation in 

USA300 and Newman is highly conserved.  

 

Fig. 12 CP production in strain USA300 JE2 (Figure and Figure legend modified from Figure 8, Keinhörster 

et al., 2019, Molecular Microbiology). Detection of CP in bacteria from different growth phases. USA300 JE2 

wildtype and mutants in which either the mutation in Pcap alone (Pcap repaired) or in the whole cap locus (Pcap, capD, 

capE; cap repaired) are repaired were grown to defined growth phase T0 - T4 and CP was detected by 

immunofluorescence. In addition, the effect of Pcap upstream truncation and a strong SigB -10 consensus sequence 

(cap repaired, ΔPcap upstream, strong SigB) was analyzed. This genomic Pcap variant is described in Fig. 5C. 

Representative pictures of at least three independent cultures are shown. 
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Discussion 

Regulation of WTA biosynthesis 

We identified the increased expression of the WTA biosynthesis gene tarH in late 

growth phase as molecular mechanism behind the WTAhigh phenotype of CA-MRSA 

strains. tarH expression is connected to the activity of the Agr quorum sensing system 

via Rot-dependent repression. Rot is an important repressor of several Agr targets 

[15,16] and increased tarH expression is mediated by high levels of the Agr effector 

molecule RNAIII, which efficiently reduces Rot-mediated repression [17]. To date there 

is no defined consensus sequence for Rot but it seems to preferentially bind to AT-rich 

promoters [85]. With the tarH promoter region being AT-rich this argues for Rot-

dependent control of the tarH promoter and we were indeed able to show that Rot 

directly represses tarH by binding to its promoter region.  

Our results support previous findings in which the Agr system was demonstrated to be 

highly active in CA-MRSA strains [30,31,74]. All WTAhigh strains analysed showed a 

high activity of Agr, whereas in WTAlow strains Agr activity was weak or even inactive 

due to a non-functional Agr regulon. High Agr levels subsequently result in Agr-

dependent overexpression of tarH which as part of the TarGH transporter constitutes 

the possible bottleneck in WTA production. That its indeed translocation which is the 

rate limiting factor of WTA biosynthesis is in line with the fact that several identified 

WTA biosynthesis inhibitors function by only targeting TarG [41,86,87].  

In addition to leading to a higher WTA content of CA-MRSA strains, the Agr system 

was previously shown to be involved in regulation of WTA polymer length. Meredith et 

al reported, that in NCTC8325 background high Agr activity leads to the dominant 

formation of longer WTA [32]. In our experiments we could not detect differences in 

polymer length of WTA of WTAhigh and WTAlow strains. However, it is possible that in 

NCTC8325 as a methicillin-sensitive S. aureus strain WTA biosynthesis might be 

regulated differently and that Agr activity might also differ in these strains.  
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Interestingly, our results indicate that Agr does not impact WTA modification as there 

was no difference in D-alanine and GlcNAc content of WTA isolated from WTAhigh and 

WTAlow strains or in the expression of modification enzymes. Only strain USA300 

showed a slight increase in GlcNAc content, which indicates strain specific differences 

in the regulation of WTA GlcNAc modification via so far elusive mechanisms.  

 

Fig. 13 Genetic organisation, function and regulation of genes involved in WTA biosynthesis and 

modification (Figure and Figure legend modified from Figure 1, Keinhörster et al., 2019, International 

Journal of Medical Microbiology). Regulators in green indicate upregulation, in red downregulation. Solid lines 

show direct interaction of the regulators with target genes, dashed lines mark unknown mechanisms of regulation. 

Signals controlling the activity of the regulators are shown in boxes. CAMP: cationic antimicrobial peptides, HNP: 

human neutrophil peptide. 

With our work we shed some new light on the poorly investigated regulatory 

mechanisms involved in WTA biosynthesis and modification. The current 

understanding of WTA regulation is summarized in Fig. 13. By elucidating the 

molecular basis for enhanced WTA content we have potentially identified a new target 

for the development of novel anti-staphylococcal strategies that might help to combat 

highly virulent CA-MRSA strains.  
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Regulation of CP biosynthesis 

We could show that on the transcriptional level the peculiar cap expression pattern is 

the consequence of direct SigB-dependent regulation and interference of regulators 

targeting the Pcap upstream region with SigB-dependent promoter activity.  

Remarkably, the identified SigB-35 region is directly located within the IR which was 

shown to be crucial for cap expression [70]. Hence, any mutations in this region led to 

abolished cap expression due to its function as a SigB binding site. Next to direct 

activation of cap expression, SigB is also known to activate other cap activators like 

SpoVG, ArlRS-MgrA and RsbR [21,22,60,71,88]. While direct SigB-dependent 

regulation seems to be the main driver of cap expression, other SigB-dependent cap 

regulators likely contribute to its finetuning and amplify SigB dependency. 

The two putative cap activators RbsR and MsaB were previously shown to bind to the 

SigB -35 region [71,72]. However, we could not observe an effect of RbsR on Pcap 

activity. As RbsR likely functions as metabolic sensor the discrepancy with the previous 

results of Lei and Lee [71] could be due to different growth conditions. For MsaB/CspA 

we could observe an activating effect on cap expression. However, we found that this 

was mediated by modulation of SigB activity instead of directly binding to Pcap. Thus, 

a role of MsaB as classical transcription factor needs to be questioned. In fact, it was 

shown that MsaB/CspA binds rsbVWsigB mRNA and increases transcript stability [26]. 

Our findings that MsaB/CspA increases the expression of sigB and SigB-dependent 

genes is in line with previous observations [27-29]. Together, our data indicate that 

under the conditions employed, the only function of the previously described IR is to 

contain the binding site for the SigB holoenzyme. 

In addition to the SigB-dependent promoter we identified an additional SigA-dependent 

promoter further upstream. However, due to its weak promoter activity this promoter 

only seems to play a minor role in cap expression. An explanation for such a low 

promoter activiy could be the sub-optimal structure and spacing of the SigA consensus 

sequence in Pcap [89,90] and the in general lower activity of SigA promoters compared 

to SigB promoters [78]. Nevertheless, changes in temperature, salt and solute 

concentrations, as well as protein factors and ligands can affect promoter kinetics by 

10 - 1000 fold or more [90]. Thus, under certain conditions the SigA-dependent 

promoter can get activated, which might be the case during infections with strains from 
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the USA300 lineage. These strains have a non-functional SigB promoter due to point 

mutations in the SigB consensus motif. However, recently these strains were shown 

to produce CP during infection [53], which could be the consequence of activation of 

the weak SigA-dependent promoter.  

Despite containing a second promoter, the main function of the Pcap upstream region 

seems to be repressive. Repression is mediated by several transcription factors and 

TCS such as CodY, Rot and Sae that directly target the upstream region. While CodY 

and Rot only interfered with SigB-dependent promoter activity, Sae was capable to 

additionally repress SigA-dependent promoter activity. In line with a predicted SaeR 

binding site located between both promoters and in close proximity to the SigB 

consensus sequence [12], SaeR likely represses SigB via sterical hindrance and the 

SigA-dependent promoter via a roadblock mechanism. In contrast, how Rot and CodY 

affect SigB-dependent promoter activity remains unclear but one might speculate that 

their repression is mediated by secondary promoter structures that bring them into 

close proximity to the SigB consensus and allow them to interfere with SigB binding. It 

has been shown that DNA structures like supercoiling are involved in the regulation of 

bacterial gene expression [91] and for cap expression it was shown that its supercoiling 

sensitive [92]. Regarding the two CodY binding sites in Pcap we were able to show that 

the binding site in the upstream region alone is sufficient for cap repression.  

While the regulators targeting the upstream region of Pcap were identified to be mainly 

responsible for heterogeneous CP production, the residual heterogeneity resulted from 

variable SigB activity within cells. These findings are in line with a prediction stating 

that more transcription factor binding sites result in noisier promoters [93]. Of note, CP 

production always remained growth phase-dependent even though cap expression 

was rendered constitutive. This indicates that there are further post-transcriptional 

levels of regulation involved. In fact, these might be required with CP synthesis being 

linked to the metabolic status of the cell. As such the precursor for CP biosynthesis 

UDP N-acetylglucosamine is mainly derived from gluconeogenesis which mainly takes 

place when glucose becomes limited towards later growth phases [94]. Furthermore, 

peptidoglycan, WTA and CP biosynthesis all make use of the universal bactoprenol 

carrier lipid, which could become limited in earlier growth phases [86]. The coordination 

of cell wall polymer synthesis was recently reported to involve reversible protein 

phosphorylation of CapM and CapE [95].  
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Fig. 14 Transcriptional regulation of cap expression (Figure and Figure legend modified from Figure 9, 

Keinhörster et al., 2019, Molecular Microbiology). cap expression is mainly driven from a SigB-dependent 

promoter. However, there is a second weak SigA-dependent promoter further upstream. In addition, the Pcap 

upstream region is targeted by the cap repressors SaeR, CodY, Rot and others. Of note, Rot and CodY only 

interfere with SigB-dependent promoter activity, whereas Sae is able to repress both. A predicted SaeR binding 

motif is located between the SigA- and SigB-dependent promoters. Pcap contains a second CodY binding site 

reaching into the coding region of capA. The depicted binding sites for the upstream regulators (relative to each 

other and the SigA promoter) are arbitrary and further studies are needed to localize these site(s) and their 

mechanisms of action. SigB activity is modulated by MsaB/CspA, promoting sigB transcript stability. Consequently, 

MsaB/CspA likely also affects indirect SigB-dependent Pcap activation through ArlRS-MgrA, SpoVG and RbsR. 

However, for RbsR we were unable to prove an activating effect on cap expression. 

All together, we could elucidate the transcriptional regulation of CP synthesis and 

identify the determinants of the peculiar earlyOff/lateHeterogeneous cap expression 

pattern (Fig. 14). These include the alternative sigma factor SigB as well as several 

repressors targeting the Pcap upstream region. In addition, with the identification of an 

additional SigA-dependent promoter we provide the molecular basis for the unusual 

finding that some strains of the USA300 lineage which were thought to be CP-negative 

are capable of producing a capsule in vivo. Thus, CP production during infection might 

be of greater importance than currently anticipated. With CP5 and CP8 conjugate 

vaccines still believed to be important components for multivalent staphylococcal 

vaccines (Weidenmaier and Lee, 2017), knowledge on how and when CP is expressed 

might provide a rationale for its use as vaccine component and to predict a patient 

cohort which likely benefits from such a vaccine.  
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Cell wall glycopolymers in CA-MRSA 

We identified WTA as an important virulence factor which is directly involved in strain-

specific virulence of S. aureus. CA-MRSA exploit overexpression of WTA biosynthesis 

as a mechanism to gain virulence. In contrast, the majority strains of the USA300 

lineage were shown to be acapsular [52]. With peptidoglycan, WTA and CP 

biosynthesis all depending on the universal bactoprenol carrier lipid [86] abolished CP 

production can be one strategy of CA-MRSA to ensure the high precursor amounts 

needed for enhanced WTA biosynthesis. In addition, CA-MRSA cells avoid spending 

energy on the synthesis of two structures with likely opposing functions in regard of 

adhesion. However, other CA-MRSA strains like MW2 which express high levels of 

WTA and are capable of producing CP [51] indicate that in general WTA and CP 

production are not exclusive. Interestingly, both structures are preferentially expressed 

towards later growth phases. In the first place this is likely to ensure an essential 

amount of precursors for peptidoglycan biosynthesis. However, how coordination 

between WTA and CP biosynthesis is regulated, especially with both pathways 

involving the same regulator Agr remains to be investigated. Further studies are 

required to investigate whether WTA biosynthesis and modification also shows such a 

high degree of heterogeneity as CP does. If so, with respect to the function of these 

molecules and the available precursor levels one would expect that WTA producing 

cells are CP-negative and vice versa. Consequently, a combination of both structures 

as antigens for vaccine development should then be discussed to combat S. aureus 

infections.  
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